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and Balwadi). Overall, we spent Rs. 20 lakhs on 
these projects. 

Continued our efforts in various Rotary identified 
avenues like blood donation camps, certified 
training session on Complex Lymphedema 
Treatment (CLT), eye camps, medical camps, 
medical equipment, etc. Overall, we spent 
Rs. 50 lakhs on these projects.

We dreamt big and Created a few more new 
flagship projects. Our five new partners in 
service (PIS) ensured a great beginning to 
our dreams. 

Through Adhar Foundation, we supported 
Adhar Centre, Badlapur for the specially-abled 
through multiple activities including donation of 
a bio-gas plant, and a roti making machine 
(through RC Mumbai Royales). Through Sakshi 
association, we initiated and conducted 
Rakshin workshops in colleges on POCSO and 
POSH awareness and redressal. We donated 
medical equipment to VN Desai Hospital.

We cared for animals too by associating with 
Stray Happy Foundation to address the needs 
of stray dogs and cats. Overall, we spent more 
than Rs. 34 lakhs and I must say it’s just the 
beginning of our association with all the four 
above and many more to go in years to come.

We delivered many firsts, be it two fund raisers 
in a year, multiple co-hosts on projects at 
district level, or lead/co-hosts for district fellow-
ships. We delivered projects across all avenues 
of Rotary and the highlights were always 
grabbed by the Youth Team with their fantastic 
efforts. 

Overall, a very satisfying and transformational 
performance due to the tireless efforts of RCMJ 
members, PIS, their well-wishers, donors and 
more importantly the families of RCMJ mem-
bers. The transformation has just begun and I 
am sure we will see incredible things happening 
through our Club in days and years ahead.

Sridhar R.
President 2022-23, RC Mumbai Juhu

I am very privileged and emotional now to be 
standing here and delivering my speech in 
a year of major Transformation and mile-

stones achieved during Alpha Rotary year 
2022-23 by our Club.

We could successfully complete over Rs. 100 
lakhs worth of projects in the year 2022-23 and 
still counting in the last few days. A new bench-
mark has been created for Incredible number of 
years ahead. This is driven by the collective 
power of MPBH (55 Meetings, over 176 
Projects, more than 25,000 Beneficiaries and 
more than 6,000 man Hours put in by 
Rotarians). We had set for ourselves 25 goals 
at the beginning of the Alpha year. And I am 
happy to share that we could achieve 
24 out of them.

We planned our strategy and execution 
through 3-Cs approach:

Consolidated our legacy strengths through 
flagship projects (like Sanskar, Udaan, Umang 
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MESSAGE FROM

INCOMING PRESIDENT
(Excerpts from the Incredible President’s Acceptance Speech)

Chartered in 1999, we are entering our Silver 
Jubilee year this December, and we have 
planned an array of celebrations and events to 
commemorate this event. 

RCMJ has grown from 29 members to 40 
members in the last three years. We strive for 
‘Every Rotarian Every Year’ and 2023-24 won’t 
be a different one.

In the Incredible Year, we will be striving to do 
more impactful work for the community through 
our 3E Vision approach, viz., Empathy, 
Energise, and Execution Excellence. I will 
explain very briefly each one of them as it is 
built on our strengths and also the need of the 
community around us. 

Empathy: Every project starts with need 
assessment. However, to do this one needs to 
listen with empathy. It is one thing to be able to 
sanction money for a pet cause versus being in 
the shoes of the person who needs help. To 
really know what is going on in his mind, 
understand his needs, and help him combat his 
challenges.

Energise: When members work together to 
solve a challenge, group dynamics take over. 
Multiple solutions are shared and the best one 
selected to solve that particular issue. Working 
together energises the entire team and the club. 

Execution Excellence: This is something that 
RCMJ is always good at. Our club is a stickler 
for processes and maintains all records per-
fectly. This ensures and delivers execution 
excellence in all our projects. I will look forward 
to harnessing this experience and expertise.

We will continue to focus on our core long term 
projects and ensure that we expand and enrich 
our association in the incredible year. 

Umang - trek for the physically challenged
Adhar - Special home for the specially abled,
Rakshin - Awareness programs under POCSO, 
Complex Lyphedema Training for healthcare 
practioners to manage cancer patients.
V. N. Desai Hospital - Supporting the pediatric 
ward will continue to receive prominence.

I embark on this incredible journey with the 
love and support of all my RCMJ family 
members and all the illustrious Rotarians in 

the room.

Our RI theme for this year, ‘Create Hope in this 
World’, is one that deeply resonates with us. It 
serves as a guiding principle for our actions and 
reminds us of the immense power we possess 
to bring about positive change. Hope is the light 
that illuminates the path to a better future, and 
as Rotarians, we have the privilege and duty to 
be the bearers of that light. 

Equally inspiring is our district theme for the 
year, ‘Incredible’. This theme reminds us of the 
extraordinary potential that lies within each one 
of us, waiting to be unleashed. It urges us to 
harness our strengths, talents, and resources to 
accomplish incredible things together.

RCMJ is a unique club. It is like a League of 
Extraordinary Rotarians who have overcome 
multiple challenges and are an invaluable 
treasure of knowledge and experience. 

This year we plan to roll out a solid digital 
presence with consistent focus on reaching 
more people in our surrounding communities. In 
addition to our digital presence, we will also 
increase our visibility through marathons, road 
rallies, programs in public spaces like gardens, 
ensuring good visibility through our Interact and 
Rotaract Clubs.

Our Breezy News is being rolled out in a new 
revamped design and layout along with a digital 
library. There will also be an archive of Breezy 
News issues. We have also planned to enhance 
communication of forthcoming events and 
special days through an annual, quarterly, 
monthly, and weekly calendar. This will be rolled 
out physically and digitally. 

Fellowship: This is a very important focus area 
this year. In addition to increasing bonding 
among members it plays a vital part in energiz-
ing them. The true family bonding that develops 
makes all issues disappear and the Club is 
energised. I have planned a long list of events 
for fellowship, member huddles, speaker 
meetings and short trips – both domestic and 
international. The initiative of member huddles 
will see members with common interests come 
together and arrange fellowship events and they 
will also be in charge of organising the same.

Let us remember that our collective efforts have 
the power to create a brighter, more hopeful 
world. Each act of service, no matter how small, 
can have a profound impact on someone's life.

To fund these ambitious projects, we will need 
the help of the society and large-hearted 
donors. In continuation of the Alpha year 
achievement of Rs. 1.10 crore worth of projects, 
I am happy, thrilled and proud to announce that 
we will be starting the first day of the Incredible 
Year with a collection of Rs. 1 million.

I invite each and every one of you to join hands, 
united in our mission to create hope, and bring 
about incredible transformations. Together, we 
can inspire others, make a lasting difference, 
and leave an indelible mark on the world.

Thank you for entrusting me with the privilege 
of serving as your President for this Incredible 
Year 2023-24.

Rtn. Arun Wadhwa

President 2023-24, RC Mumbai Juhu

Coming to our new projects for this year –
hopefully they will also transform to our core 
projects.

National Integration:

This incredible project stirs the passion of every 
Indian heart. All members of RCMJ will strive 
their hardest to make sure that each one of us 
contributes in all manner and form to this 
project – fees for school children, construction 
of the Flag, midwife education, etc.

Tanya Computer Center for the Blind:

We have an incredible social activist and worker 
amongst us today, Tanya Balsara. She runs 
TCC, an NGO focused on providing computer 
literacy to the visually challenged in India. This 
helps them be independent and self-sufficient. 
We will work with TCC, NAB, BAP and try to 
make an incredible impact in the lives of the 
visually challenged.

Mental Care Angels:

Post COVID, mental health cases have been 
increasing around us. We frequently hear of 
children being lonely, depressed, and anxious 
and the elderly being lonely and depressed. One 
part of the challenge is awareness and the other 
is to have a sufficient number of trained profes-
sionals to handle these cases. We will attempt to 
train people desiring to build a career in mental 
health management with theory lectures and 
practical experience in hospitals, counselling 
centers and at institutions like Adhar.

Our other projects include:

Stray Happy – taking care of stray animals, 
providing them with hygienic washes, giving them 
vaccinations and put them up for adoption.

Our environment initiatives involve our NGO 
partners – Start Upcycling Now and Pran 
Vayu. These NGOs are driven by our commit-
ted members Natasha and Nirav. We will work 
with them to involve more Interact and Rotaract 
clubs to raise awareness and make impactful 
change in the community.

Our two flagship programs – Sanskar and 
Udaan, will be presented in a new Avatar this 
year. We also have a long list of services and 
activities planned for our 19 Interact and 4 
Rotaract Clubs. We intend to expand to reach 
our target of 25 Interact Clubs and 10 Rotaract 
Clubs in the Incredible Year. 
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An Incredible Installation

Accompanying the Incredible DG the Incredible 
First Lady Rtn.  Seema Bhargava, who added 
grace and charm to the occasion. 

Rtn. Meera Ramachandran was the ‘master’ of 
ceremonies. The event began with an invocation 
dance by Annette Anaiya Dcosta, who per-
formed Ganesh vandana in Kathakali genre. 
Anaiya is by now virtually the danseuse-
designate of RCMJ. Her mother Rtn. Natasha 
has been instrumental in grooming her for the 
performing arts.

The event marked the formal induction of Arun 
Wadhwa as President and his Board of 
Directors, who will steer the Club towards new 
heights in their term during 2023-2024. The 
outgoing President Sridhar Ramasubramanian 
made a presentation on the achievements of 
RCMJ under his leadership during the Alpha 
year 2022-23. (Please see page 3 for excerpts 
from Sridhar’s presentation.)

I ncredible President Arun Wadhwa’s instal-
lation, which took place on June 15 at the 
elegant Flags Banquet Hall in Andheri 

West, was unlike anything we’ve experienced 
before. In terms of planning, content, delivery, 
emotions, member engagement (almost all the 
Club members were present with quite a few 
family members), visible District commitment 
(15 COG members, 19 Incredible Presidents 
and 24 District officials were present), seamless 
transition from the Alpha to the Incredible, and 
professional event management. With so much 
to express, no wonder we overstepped the 
timelines. 

The Installation Ceremony was graced by the 
presence of the distinguished Chief Guest, 
Incredible DG Rtn. Arun Bhargava, whose 
remarkable achievements and commitment to 
service have inspired many Rotarians. 

spell out his team’s plans for the Incredible year 
2023-24. (Please see page 4 for excerpts from 
the acceptance speech.) During his speech, 
President Arun Wadhwa outlined his vision for 
the incredible year ahead and rolled out plans 
for the coming year. His strategic approach and 
dedication to service underscore the club's 
commitment to making a lasting impact in the 
community. 

A unique paper flower bouquet, symbolising the 
Rotary avenues of service, was released by DG 
Arun Bhargava and RCMJ's youngest member 
Dr. Shubhangi Dhage.

Incredible DG Rtn. Arun Bhargava delivered an 
inspiring address, emphasizing the importance 
of Rotary's mission and encouraging the newly 
installed leadership to pursue their goals with 
passion and dedication. He was all praise for 
RCMJ’s performance and its plans for the 
Incredible Year.

In a delightful twist to the tradition, Sridhar invited 
Arun Wadhwa’s daughter Dhiti to speak about 
her father. It was an intensely emotional moment 
for the First Child and the entire audience. 

The change of guard took place with Sridhar 
passing on the collar, gong, gavel and Manual 
of Procedure to Arun Wadhwa. DGE Arun 
Bhargava completed the process by pinning 
Arun Wadhwa with the Presidential pin. 

Now it was the turn of incoming President Arun 
Wadhwa to deliver his acceptance speech and 
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Rotary Club of Mumbai Juhu and its new 
leadership. 

A highlight of the evening was the presence of 
19 Incredible Presidents from other Rotary 
Clubs. Their participation reinforced the spirit of 
camaraderie and collaboration that is synony-
mous with Rotary International. 

DGE Arun installed the Board of Directors for 
2023-24 also. The vote of thanks was proposed 
by President-Elect Subhashish Mazumdar.

Following the Installation Ceremony, guests 
enjoyed a delightful dinner and a selection of 
refreshing cocktails, fostering a cordial atmo-
sphere for networking, and forging new connec-
tions among Rotary members and guests.

The Installation Ceremony witnessed a gather-
ing of more than 15 PDGs from RID 3141 
College of Governors. The Rotary Dist. 3141 
was also represented by over 24 district officials 
at the event, demonstrating their support for the 

ANSWER AND WIN!

Rules: 
(1) Entries must be sent by DM to the Editor by July 10. 
(2) Editor’s decision will be final. 
(3) Winner will have the option to accept the prize in kind or let RCMJ donate Rs. 1,000 to 

RCMJ Charitable Trust in his/her name (Rs. 500 each in case of joint winners, as in 
Contest 07-02). RCMJ Charitable Trust will issue a receipt under section 80G to the 
winner. Winner will also have the option to name the particular project or type of project 
to which the Trust shall allocate this amount.

Contest 07-01

Write a review of this issue in 150 - 
200 words.

Prize: Best review will be published in 
next issue, and the winner will be 
awarded a prize in first Club meeting 
after July 10.

Contest 07-02

Name all Club children whose names 
start with A. (Hint: Club Roster)

Prize: First 2 correct entries will be 
published in next issue, and winners 
will be given prizes in first Club 
meeting after July 10.

DG Arun Bhargava (as visualised 
by Rtn. Narinder Madan)

By Meera Ramachandran

Shukriya Galore

then admitted to experiencing 
tense moments at the District 
Shukriya night, till ‘hurrah’ the 
Platinum Award and an Award 
of Excellence were announced 
for RCMJ! Trophies were also 
awarded for performances as 
District Avenue Chair to Amarjit 
Sabherwal, Sumana Menon, 
Piyush Shah and Kala Sridhar 
and as District Avenue Co-chair 
to Damanjit Sabherwal and 
Ashish Patankar.  The Paul 
Harris Fellow pin and certificate 
were presented to Dattatray 
Bhagwat.

It was now time for club mem-
bers to extend their apprecia-
tions to President Sridhar.  The 
mic passed from member to 
member as praises were 
showered.  The difficult but well-
managed transition from virtual 
to physical programmes, the 
cool, calm and composed 
deportment, the setting of new 
benchmarks and the always 
warm and smiling look, were 
some of the recurring compli-
ments.  Even absent members 
pitched in.  Audio and written 
messages from those who 
could not attend were pre-
sented. An interesting question 
of the evening was, “Is it a 
moment of joy or sorrow?”

President Sridhar in turn 

The club Shukriya night on 28th 
June was a fitting finale to a 
glorious year.  Alpha president 
Sridhar first presented his 
impressive summation statistics 
of the projects of the year.  He 
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expressed his gratitude to club 
members in an interesting 
format.  As he read out his 
‘citation’ for every member, 
which consisted of well-
researched snippets on the 
cultural denotations of his 
name, along with his merits 
and contributions, the member 
had to walk the ramp to 
receive the president’s token 
of appreciation. There was 
much emotion and hugging 
climaxing in the president’s 
tribute to Kala, validating the 
old adage, “Behind every 
successful man is a woman!”  

Interesting tidbits: PE Arun 
put on an Elvis hat on 
President’s head urging him to 
shake a leg (portent for the 
future?) and Manu brought 
cookies with Sridhar’s photo-
graph baked in. Alas we 
couldn’t have the cookie and 
eat it too! Arun also gifted 
Sridhar a photoframe captioned 
“Winning Captain” with Sridhar 
and M S Dhoni’s picture. It was 
quite special.

Sumptuous starters and dinner 
albeit, members refused to 
bring the curtain down and just 
stepped on to the dance floor 
for non-stop jigging and emot-
ing to the best of fun-filled lyrics 
and beats of Bollywood music.

It was now time 
for club members 

to extend their 
appreciations to 

President Sridhar

“
”
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(1) Entries must be sent by DM to the Editor by July 10. 
(2) Editor’s decision will be final. 
(3) Winner will have the option to accept the prize in kind or let RCMJ donate Rs. 1,000 to 
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MEMBERS’ OWN SPACE MEMBERS’ OWN SPACE

In the depths of despair, a flickering light,
Hope emerges, shining, burning bright.
A paradoxical gem, from Pandora's box it springs,
In the face of tragedy, the hope it brings.

Why does a vessel of sorrow and gloom,
Contain a tiny pixie, dispelling the doom?
For in the darkest hours, hope finds its way,
To illuminate paths, to guide and to sway.

In the crucible of hardship, empathy takes hold,
Through our own struggles, compassion unfolds.
For without the storms, the bad days we face,
How could we offer solace, in someone's embrace?

Tragedy and despair, they strike us deep,
Yet hope is the lifeline that helps us leap.
When all seems lost, when we're burdened with pain,
Hope whispers softly, “You'll rise again."

It fuels our spirit, ignites the fire within,
To face each new day, to fight and to win.
Through the storms we weather, the battles we fight,
Hope fuels our strength, igniting our might.

Oh, cherish those who sow seeds of hope,
Their presence a lifeline, helping us cope.
They stand as beacons, inspiring us all,
With hope as their anthem, they'll never let us fall.

Hope is the thin line that keeps us intact,
When the world around us begins to detract.
For in hope's embrace, we find the power to strive,
To overcome obstacles, and keep dreams alive.

So let us remember the true essence of grace,
In the presence of hope, the world finds its place.
With hearts full of hope, we conquer the strife,
Embracing a better future, filled with abundant life.

My dream community project 
is to enable setting up of 
‘Waste Products Malls’ in 
Metro Cities of India. Waste 
Products Malls are a one-stop 
solution for various social 
issues such as: 

• Disposal of various catego-
ries of dry waste.

• Opportunities for designers 
to work on sustainable 
products.

• Opportunities for skilled 
ladies, special kids to work 
on revenue generating 
sustainable projects.

• Revenue generation on 
conversion of waste to 
worth.

• Creating awareness of 
sustainable products 
amongst masses.

We are blessed with two 
adorable kids. Our 23-year-old 
daughter Kuhu has done her 
master’s in biomedical science 
and is working as a research 
associate at a firm based in 
Mumbai. Our 21-year-old son 
Moksh has completed engi-
neering in Mechatronics and is 
joining Samsung Noida as an 
engineer from July 2023.

I’m passionate about sports, 
and love riding out to explore 
destinations on my bike. 
Reading and watching fiction 
have always been my best 
relaxing hours. Socialising is a 
key element in my mantra for 
Happy life.

"There is no path to 
happiness; happiness is 
the path.”

My name is Manu Goel and I 
am an architect.

I was born in the city of 
Prayagraj (formerly 
Allahabad), to the duo of Mr. 
Ravindranath Goel (retired 
Prof. of English Literature) and 
Late Mrs. Usha Goel (Prof. of 
Hindi Literature at Allahabad 
University).

After an early education in 
Allahabad, I studied 
Architecture at the College of 
Architecture, Lucknow. While 
completing my graduation in 
Lucknow, I met my life 
partner Jhankar in the 
College itself.

I moved to Mumbai to start 
work as an architect with the 
renowned architect Hafeez 
Contractor in the year 1994. In 
the year 2002, Jhankar and I 
started our own architectural 
studio by the name of MJDS.

As an Architect, I have always 
looked for something that 
normal eyes don’t. I try to find 
inspiration in anything and 
everything, in the hidden 
elements of Life. Architecture 
to me is, ‘Trying to make the 
world a little bit more like our 
dreams’, and Design is not just 
a philosophy, it’s for Life.

As an architect, I would like to 
contribute towards the under-
privileged slums community. It 
would involve working on the 
upliftment of slums’ infrastruc-
ture and life, by upgrading the 
hygienic and living conditions 
of the settlements, incorporat-
ing innovative waste and 
drainage systems.

By Dhiti Wadhwa
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The ‘donate or swap a toy and 
book’ drive has been initiated 
to encourage people to recycle 
first within their own circles. 

As a nation today we have 
discarded the practice of 
recycling toys, books, bicycles 
and a lot of other useful items 
that we would earlier reuse or 
hand out to younger children in 
our family. Today the culture is, 
“I will buy you a new one”, 
rather than reusing.  Schools 
don't allow you to reuse 
textbooks, bicycles rot at 
societies but are not recycled. 

We are looking at changing 
this culture by gently asking 
societies to collect and swap 
used toys and books. This year 
the drive was conducted at 
four societies: Brook Haven, 
Kalpataru Estate (JVLR), 
Vasant Galaxy and Rustomjee 
Ozone. We collected 130 kg of 
books and toys. They were 
given out more as donations, 
though, not for swapping. No 
one came back to check what 
they could get back for free 
against the coupons given to 
them in lieu of their old toys 
and books.

I hope to do this more often so 
that the change takes place 
gradually. For now, I am 
pleased to say that we handed 
over 50 kg of good story books 
and toys to Shraddhananda 
Mahila Ashram. We also 
donated 20 kgs of adult novels 
to a library. We recycled 60 kg 
of text books and broken toys. 

It's a start. I do hope that all 
my fellow members join in with 
their societies to swap not only 

Then came the surprise 
item. Dr. Shubhangi brought 
a pitari of exquisite acrylic-
on-canvas paintings, and 
told us that she has redis-
covered her passion and 
spends her spare time 
creatively, painting pictures 
of subjects she likes.

In times to come, RCMJ will 
see more of her hidden talent.

Rakesh and I were missing 
the ’youngest’ member of 
our Club, who celebrated 
her 80th birthday on May 21, 
since we hadn’t met her for a 
long time. It was the evening 
of June 7. As we rang the 
bell at the house 
of Rtn. Dr. Shubhangi 
Dhage, she welcomed us 
with an infectious smile 
and open arms. 

The poha that she had 
prepared with her own 
hands and garnished with 
her affection was too yummy 
for words. And the kulfi 
falooda that followed was 
oozing with her love and a 
few welcome 
calories.

TOYS AND BOOKS ARE FOREVER
By Anuradha Kumar

DR. SHUBHANGI 
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practice of recycling 
toys, books, 

bicycles and a lot of 
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that we would earlier 
reuse or hand out 

to younger children 
in our family. 

Today the culture is, 
“I will buy you a 
new one”, rather 

than reusing.  

“

”

books and toys but smiles, 
jokes and laughs on items that 
they share... Seriously, the 
virtual world has its pros but I 
enjoy interacting with real 
people in person... It's slowly 
dying in societies too as all are 
busy in their own bubbles. Now 
we have more reason to smile 
and interact.

My grateful thanks to Rtn. Kala 
and Rtn. Madhavi, who cre-
ated a lot of awareness in their 
societies Vasant Galaxy and 
Rustomjee Ozone respectively. 
They both circulated the event 
details and encouraged good 
participation in their societies. 
Not only did it increase our 
collection, but it created 
awareness among a large 
number of people – which is 
our ultimate aim.

Narinder’s Son in Finals of I-Shine Contest
Rtn. Narinder Madan’s son 
has made it to the finals in 
ICICI Bank Fitness and 
Hygiene section for I-Shine 
contest. The contest was 
on All India basis. Here 
he is extreme right
with Mandira Bedi and 
other contestants.
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NEWS CAPSULE

On June 14, the final Alpha blood donation camp was held at Andheri Station West. This was the 
12th such camp for the year. The final count of blood collection for the day was106 units.

On May 31, an oxygen 
concentrator was donated to 
Samdarshan Seva Parivaar. 
The cost was Rs. 50,000.

On June 3, one more oxygen 
concentrator was donated to a 
Branch of Maru Ghar. Thanks 
to Rtn. Hemang Jangla for 
driving this project. This was 
the 21st concentrator under 
this project.

•  RCMJ Wins DG's Platinum Trophy at District Shukriya on June 25.

• R I President issues Certificate of Organization to Rotary Community Corps of Mumbai 
Juhu and Rotary Community Corps of RCMJ-Oshiwara - both sponsored by RCMJ.

•  District 3141 is the highest TRF giving District in the World during 2022-23, 
with a contribution of over $5.5 million. 

BREAKING NEWS

On May 31, Rtn. Madhavi Chaturvedi’s daughter 
Anvi conducted a dance therapy session for the 
children at Desire Homes.

The children thoroughly enjoyed the session 
and are looking forward to more such sessions.

On June 10, Jhankar (Rtn. Manu’s spouse) took 
a session for the staff of BKC Advisors on 
‘mental wellness at work place’. Over 30 people 
benefitted from the session.

On June 19, an eye check-up camp 
was held at AB Goregaonkar School. 
375 patients availed of the check-up, 
with students and teachers both 
participating in the camp. Bournvita 
biscuits were distributed at the camp, 
courtesy Rtn. Hemang Jangla. Rtn. 
Amarjit and Rtn. Arun represented 
RCMJ at the camp.

Arun Wadhwa and his team. This 
was a ceremonial hand-over. 
The actual transfer of ‘responsi-
bility’ (I am consciously not using 
the term ‘power’) takes place on 
the midnight of June 30.
Rotary is perhaps the only 
organization in the world where 
over 37,000 outgoing Presidents 
pass the baton overnight to 
incoming Presidents. Come July 
1, and there is a whole new crop 
of leaders fully trained and 
motivated to discharge their 
responsibilities during the new 
Rotary Year. While installation 
ceremonies of the incoming 
President take place on different 
days in June and July, the hand-
over of responsibilities takes 
place at midnight on June 30. It 
is so well-organized that no 
Cinderella rushes back home 
without her glass slippers at the 
stroke of midnight. There is no 
parallel of this humungous effort 
in the corporate world. The 
secrets of the repeated success 
of this unparalleled exercise are: 
Motivation, Organization and 
Learning.
Beginning with Motivation, 
Rotarians worldwide are a 
motivated lot …. motivated to 
make a difference, motivated 
to leave their footprints on the 
sands of time, motivated to 
give back to the society more 
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than they have taken from it.
Secondly, the Organization. 
Rotary is structured to support 
the annual change of guard. The 
structuring of Clubs, Districts 
and Rotary International sup-
ports this activity. Continuous 
interaction between the different 
layers facilitates it. Every person 
who joins Rotary is viewed and 
treated as a leader and a 
potential President, and is 
provided with all the encourage-
ment and help to move on to the 
District and then the 
International level. The prestige 
and the opportunity to serve 
multiply as one climbs the 
ladder.
Finally, the Learning. Every 
Rotarian gets a plethora of 
learning opportunities every day 
– formal and informal. 
Depending on their aptitude and 
attitude, they can go in for a 
different assignment every year 
and keep learning along the way. 
Their leadership skills get honed 
continuously, and the impact 
they make on the society keeps 
increasing every year. 
There is no limit to the altitude that 
a Rotarian can soar to. There is 
no lack of opportunity to keep 
growing in Rotary, if one has the 
hunger to serve and grow.
Rakesh Kumar
Editor

June 15, 2023 was a momen-
tous day in the history of RCMJ. 
After an extremely successful 
Rotary year, Alpha President 
Sridhar Ramasubramanian 
handed over the reins of the 
Club to the Incredible President 
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rushes back home 
without her glass 
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of midnight



NEWS CAPSULE

On June 14, the final Alpha blood donation camp was held at Andheri Station West. This was the 
12th such camp for the year. The final count of blood collection for the day was106 units.

On May 31, an oxygen 
concentrator was donated to 
Samdarshan Seva Parivaar. 
The cost was Rs. 50,000.

On June 3, one more oxygen 
concentrator was donated to a 
Branch of Maru Ghar. Thanks 
to Rtn. Hemang Jangla for 
driving this project. This was 
the 21st concentrator under 
this project.

•  RCMJ Wins DG's Platinum Trophy at District Shukriya on June 25.

• R I President issues Certificate of Organization to Rotary Community Corps of Mumbai 
Juhu and Rotary Community Corps of RCMJ-Oshiwara - both sponsored by RCMJ.

•  District 3141 is the highest TRF giving District in the World during 2022-23, 
with a contribution of over $5.5 million. 

BREAKING NEWS

On May 31, Rtn. Madhavi Chaturvedi’s daughter 
Anvi conducted a dance therapy session for the 
children at Desire Homes.

The children thoroughly enjoyed the session 
and are looking forward to more such sessions.

On June 10, Jhankar (Rtn. Manu’s spouse) took 
a session for the staff of BKC Advisors on 
‘mental wellness at work place’. Over 30 people 
benefitted from the session.

On June 19, an eye check-up camp 
was held at AB Goregaonkar School. 
375 patients availed of the check-up, 
with students and teachers both 
participating in the camp. Bournvita 
biscuits were distributed at the camp, 
courtesy Rtn. Hemang Jangla. Rtn. 
Amarjit and Rtn. Arun represented 
RCMJ at the camp.

Arun Wadhwa and his team. This 
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REQUEST SUPPORT FOR OUR PROGRAMS:

•  This hospital has one of the best equipped 
and talented child physicians among all 
govt. hospitals in the area from Dharavi to 
Andheri.

• We support the requirements of the 
pediatrician ward in the hospital.

V. N. DESAI HOSPITAL SAKSHI

•  Sakshi works in the area of POCSO & DEI

• I t educates college children regarding sexual 
abuse and what they can do to prevent it.

 •  It makes them into “Rakshins” – protectors 
of children from sexual abuse

ADHAR

• Adhar is among the largest in Asia which 
takes lifelong 24x7 care of more than 
355 specially abled adults.

• State of the art care facility in Badlapur and 
Nasik with vocational activities.

UMANG

•  Unique trek for the Physically challenged

•  More than 100+ participants.

•  The trek has won awards in various 
competitions

REQUEST SUPPORT FOR OUR PROGRAMS:

•  Interact Training Assembly which is 
planned to be held this year on 

• Date     : 4th of August 2023
Time    : 9 AM onwards till Lunch
Venue  : Rajhans Auditorium, Andheri West 

SANSKAR

•  Udaan is the Interact District Conference 
is planned to be held this year.

•   Date     : 29th of September 2023
Time    : 10 am onwards. 
Venue  : Rangsharda, Bandra.

UDAAN

•  Tanya Computer Centre (TCC) provides 
computer literacy to the visually challenged 
across India. 

• Today TCC has 14 centres across India. 

TANYA COMPUTER CENTRE FOR BLIND

• Training programs for healthcare workers 
to manage Complex Lymphedema 
Treatment.

•  This is an intensive 9 day course which will 
enable the caregivers to improve the 
quality of life of cancer patients.

CLT

•  Equipping mental health workers with the 
latest methodologies in managing mental 
health challenges

• Practical training in institutes like Adhar 
and in organisations which cater to people 
with  mental health problems.

MENTAL HEALTH ANGELS NATIONAL INTEGRATION 

• Association with the army for development 
of Machal and its population.

• Sponsoring children for school, soft skills 
training, helping in medical projects, 
helping in need-based requirements, etc.

STRAY HAPPY

• S tray Happy strives to take care of the aban-
doned animals in the streets of Mumbai.

•  It cleans them, provides, temporary care 
facilities, provided vaccination and 
neutering facilities, and also puts them up 
for adoptions.

ENVIRONMENT & E-WASTE RECYCLING

• Tree plantation

• Green waste to mulch

• Waste management for large events 
(200+ people) 

• Environment Clubs at school / college.

16 17
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To Know More: :
Incredible President Arun Wadhwa
98200 67765
arunwadhwa@gmail.com 

Follow RCMJ 
on Facebook

ROTARY CLUB OF 
MUMBAI JUHU

ROTARY CLUB OF 
MUMBAI JUHU

Wishes Everyone an 

Incredible Year ahead

RCMJ Incredible Team


